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Abstract

Work reported in this Technical Report is part of a larger
study that is made up of multiple components and
intends to utilize and enhance tools that can value
hydropower assets in a changing electric grid. The
study’s main objective is to develop a methodology to
facilitate improved valuation and resource planning for
pumped storage and conventional hydropower projects
in the future electric transmission grid.

This report covers Modeling Results for Future Electricity
Market Scenarios. It describes the modeling approach
and input assumptions, defines a large number of future
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scenarios, and provides results of electric system
modeling for the Western Electricity Coordinating Council
(WECC). The approach for electric system modeling first
estimates the capacity expansion and generation mix
and then runs a production simulation with economic
dispatch. It considers details of expected demand, load
profiles, commodity prices, emissions costs, available
transmission and related expansion plans as well as
future renewable portfolios requirements. Results
include plant-by-plant energy and ancillary service
contributions, unit cycling, start stops, emissions, and
profitability. Sub-hourly modeling differentiates the value
of generation functions and services such as energy,
regulation, spinning reserve, and non-spinning reserve.

By running a large number of different future energy
scenarios the effect on the value of hydro generation and
pumping are shown. The hydro valuation results for
different energy futures range by a factor of two when
considering highest to lowest for energy plus services
and overall hydropower is a valuable asset in WECC.
Based on this study, in the highest value locations and
scenarios improvements to existing pumped storage
plants resulted in significantly increased income while
building new plants did not generate enough revenue to
overcome the costs. However, in order to account for the
full value of building new hydro resources further
modeling should be done. A key factor in the results is
that in many scenarios and locations the other available
dispatchable generation resources are expected to meet
the majority of the system’s ancillary services needs.
Related to these results large differentials between
daytime and nighttime electricity prices are not seen in
any of the scenarios.
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